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Background: Obstructive sleep apnea is a highly prevalent
disorder often treated with continuous positive airway
pressure (CPAP). CPAP transmits high pressures through the
Eustachian tube, and has significant implications for patients
undergoing surgery of the middle ear, inner ear, and lateral
skull base. In such patients, nothing is known regarding the
likelihood of surgical complications with CPAP use, or
medical complications with its cessation. No consensus or
guidelines exist for postoperative management of this vitally
important but potentially hazardous therapy.
Objective: To gain an understanding of the current state of
practice with regards to postoperative CPAP management in
patients undergoing middle ear, stapes, cochlear implant, and
lateral skull base surgeries.
Methods: An electronic survey was sent to all members of
the American Neurotology Society via email.
Results: The survey was completed by 54 neurotologists.
Duration of postoperative CPAP limitation had similar

distribution for surgery of the middle ear, stapes, and skull
base: fewer surgeons recommend immediate use, with more
advising 1 week and 2 week abstinence. For cochlear
implantation, immediate use is most commonly advocated.
The rationale for restricting postoperative CPAP use varied
by surgery type. Subgroup analysis showed no variations by
region; however, surgeons with >15 years of experience tend
to advocate for earlier return to CPAP than those with less
experience.
Conclusion: Current neurotology practice varies widely concerning CPAP management after otologic and neurotologic
surgeries, both with regard to duration of CPAP abstinence
and in rationale for its limitation. Key Words: Cochlear
implants—Complications—CPAP—Lateral skull base—
Middle ear—Neurotology—OSA—Otology—Postoperative—
Stapes.

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a disorder in which
upper airway collapse during sleep results in airflow
reduction or cessation, leading to blood oxygen desaturations and sleep fragmentation. Poor sleep results in
daytime sleepiness, lost productivity (1), increased
motor vehicle accidents (2), and decreased quality of
life (QOL) (3). Chronic intermittent hypoxia is associated with hypertension (4), heart disease (4), stroke (5,6),
diabetes (7,8), metabolic syndrome (8), sudden cardiac
death (9), and all-cause mortality (8). OSA is increasingly prevalent, affecting 17 to 24% of women and 34 to
49% of men (10,11). Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) is the gold standard treatment, preventing
airway collapse and reversing respiratory disturbances

and sleep fragmentation (12–14). This noninvasive
treatment reduces sleepiness (12) and improves QOL
(12,15), though data conflict on cardiovascular outcome
improvement (16–20).
CPAP transmits pressure to the middle ear (ME) via
the Eustachian tube (ET). CPAP levels of 5, 10, and
15 cm H2O cause near-equivalent ME pressures in
adults, both awake (21–23) and asleep (24). Although
pressures 100-fold higher are usually required to perforate an intact TM (25), case reports exist of CPAP
resulting in air entry through an intact skull base (26),
oval window (27,28), or TM (29). The forces transmitted
to these structures have significant implications for
patients undergoing surgery of the ME, inner ear, and
lateral skull base. In such patients, nothing is known
regarding likelihood of surgical complications with
CPAP use, or medical complications with its cessation.
No consensus or guidelines exist for postoperative management of this vitally important but potentially
hazardous therapy.
We attempted to discern current state of practice
regarding postoperative CPAP management among neurotologists; we found wide variation.
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TABLE 1.
Years of experience
Number of respondents
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Respondents’ years of experience
11–15
12

METHODS
An electronic survey was sent out via the American Neurotology Society (ANS) newsletter, assessing surgeons’ region,
experience, and practice regarding postoperative CPAP
restrictions (length and rationale) for four procedural categories—ME surgery, stapes surgery, cochlear implantation (CI),
and skull base surgery (Appendix 1, http://links.lww.com/
MAO/B8). A free-text comment section provided space for
respondents to share additional information. Descriptive statistics were used to report response distributions. Pearson x2
was calculated for subgroup analysis using SPSS version 23
(IBM; Armonk, NY). Subgroup analysis was performed for
experience and region.

RESULTS
Fifty-four neurotologists, of all levels of experience
(Table 1), completed the survey. The ANS has 687
members (7.9% response) including emeritus members,
trainees, and nonsurgeons. The South accounted for the
most respondents (39%), followed by Midwest (24%)
and West (24%), then Northeast (13%) (Fig. 1).
Figure 2A–H depicts the response distribution regarding
duration and rationale for CPAP restrictions after ME

16–20
4

21–25
6

26–30
8

>30
5

surgery (A, B), stapes surgery (C, D), CI (E, F), and
lateral skull base surgery (G, H).
In every category, a few surgeons do not explicitly
discuss CPAP with patients. Distribution of restriction
length is similar between surgery of ME, stapes, and
skull base: fewer surgeons recommend immediate use,
with more advising 1 or 2 weeks abstinence. However, for CI, the majority of respondents allow immediate use.
Survey options regarding rationale differed by procedure category, based on author reasoning. After ME
surgery, the vast majority of CPAP restrictors think it
might disrupt or displace the repair. For stapes surgery,
most respondents fear increased risk of pneumolabyrinth
with SNHL, followed by disruption of TM flap healing.
As noted, CI does not merit CPAP limitation for most
neurotologists. Most limit CPAP after skull base surgery
out of concern for pneumocephalus, followed by CSF
leak.
Practice region was not associated with differences in
length or rationale for CPAP restrictions. Experience was
not associated with rationale differences, but had an
effect on duration. Surgeons with >15 years’ experience
were more likely than younger counterparts to advise

FIG. 1. Responses by region.
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FIG. 2. Distribution of duration and rationale for CPAP restrictions. CPAP indicates continuous positive airway pressure.
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immediate CPAP use after ME (19% vs 6%, p ¼ 0.002)
and skull base surgery (38% vs 3%, p ¼ 0.001), and less
likely to recommend lengthy (2 wk) CPAP abstinence
for stapes (22% vs 52%, p < 0.05) and skull base surgery
(19% vs 57%, p ¼ 0.001). No difference was observed
regarding CI ( p ¼ 0.91).
DISCUSSION
Surveyed neurotologists display significant variability
regarding postoperative CPAP use or restriction; we
attribute this to lack of literature on surgical and
medical complications.
It is curious that a few respondents do not discuss
CPAP restrictions with their patients at all; we presume
this arises from an unstated preference for patients to
continue CPAP postoperatively. However, many patients
hesitate to continue preoperative habits that might interfere with surgical sites; explicit discussion may eliminate
confusion.
Duration of CPAP Restriction
Many surgeons are comfortable with immediate CPAP
use postoperatively; multiple respondents mentioned that
medical events (heart attack, stroke, etc) should be feared
as much as surgical complications. We could not gauge
whether immediate-use advocacy arises from fear of
medical complications or from confidence in low incidence of surgical complications. However, we presume
most surgeons advocating lengthy restriction fear CPAPrelated surgical complications.
Responses regarding duration of CPAP restriction
were similar for ME, stapes, and skull base surgeries—immediate use less commonly advocated than
intermediate or lengthy abstinence. Despite the rare
incidence and devastating consequences of pneumolabyrinth and SNHL, surgeons were no more cautious
restarting CPAP after stapes surgery. Duration of CPAP
limitation was much more liberal for CI. Potential
explanations include an extremely low risk of meningitis
(30,31), packing of the round window or cochleostomy,
or implantees’ reduced risk for hearing loss due to preexisting profound loss; however, with increasing indications for hearing preservation (32–34), this attitude
may change over time.
Rationale for CPAP Restriction
The vast majority of surgeons who restrict CPAP
after ME surgery are attempting to prevent disruption
or displacement of the graft, TM, or ossicular reconstruction. Air pressure transmitted through the ET
exerts force against the reconstructed TM; postoperatively, packing in the ME and external auditory canal
may increase the effective mass of the TM-graft unit
and its adherence to surrounding rigid structures,
decreasing propensity for shift. However, packing
amount, consistency, and location necessary to resist
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TM-graft unit deformation during CPAP is unknown.
Rationale for CPAP restriction after stapes surgery
predictably centers around SNHL from pneumolabyrinth. However, the pressure required to force air around
a stapedotomy or stapedectomy prosthesis into the
vestibule, with or without blood patch or packing, is
unknown. Rationale for avoiding CPAP after lateral
skull base surgery is due to risk of pneumocephalus
and subsequent CSF leak. Some respondents, however,
note that untreated OSA itself can increase intracranial
pressure, increasing risk for CSF leak after skull base
surgery despite CPAP restriction. Balancing intracranial and extracranial pressures is critical for appropriate healing, to seal the subarachnoid space and prevent
CSF leak. Interestingly, average intracranial pressure is
7 to 15 mm Hg (9–20 cm H2O), equivalent to most
CPAP settings.
Subgroup Analysis
Despite obesity’s (highly correlated with OSA) higher
prevalence in the South and Midwest than the Northeast
and West (35,36), no regional variation was observed in
postoperative management of CPAP among surveyed
neurotologists. We postulated that more exposure to
patients with OSA (thus more CPAP users) among
Southern and Midwestern surgeons would render them
either more comfortable with using CPAP soon postoperatively, or more aware of its complications, but neither
materialized. As noted, we attribute this to inadequate
data on safety.
More experienced surgeons allow return to CPAP
therapy sooner on average than their younger
counterparts; many explanations are possible. Lengthy
experience with few complications may produce comfort with postoperative CPAP. Alternatively, less
experienced surgeons educated in the obesity epidemic era may be more sensitive to its prevalence,
and more likely to create a standard protocol for
restriction. Less experienced surgeons seeking to build
a practice may be singularly risk-averse and wish to
avoid anything that could give the appearance of
surgical complication; however, no evidence supports
increased defensive medical practice in younger practitioners (37,38).
Eustachian Tube
Some surgeons pack the ET orifice with gelfoam,
attempting to prevent air transmission. One surgeon
thinks since many OSA patients are obese they will
likely have more redundant tissue around the ETs,
requiring a higher opening pressure than that delivered
by CPAP. Li and Li (21) examined transmission of CPAP
pressure to the ME in patients with OSA and controls
after equalizing maneuvers, and found consistently
higher ME pressures in OSA patients (who had higher
average BMI than controls), which argues against this
redundant tissue hypothesis.
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Limitations
This study has many limitations. Survey-based
research is prone to nonresponse bias. The sample size
of 54 is small, though the overall neurotology workforce is also small; estimates are between 300 and
400 practicing in the US (39). Questions regarding
rationale were limited to a single choice for the main
factor, but several surgeons commented that their recommendations derive from multiple patient- and surgery-specific factors. Nevertheless, this study serves as
a preliminary gauge of the state of practice; even with
the limitations listed, it is safe to say that there is no
best practice consensus of postoperative CPAP use
among neurotologists.
CONCLUSION
Current neurotology practice varies widely concerning
postoperative CPAP management, both with regard to
duration of and rationale for CPAP limitation. Existing
literature does not shed light on the practical implications
of CPAP use after such surgeries.
Acknowledgments: The authors thank Nancy Jackson, PhD,
for help with statistical analysis.
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